Goodbye laptops, helloo lapdances

By Shake It Real Nice
TAKE IT ALL OFF BABY

Three weeks after the university mixed the laptop proposal, officials are considering putting something else on students’ laps.

Chancellor Thomas George unveiled the lapdance proposal yesterday, in which each student would pay an extra $150 a semester to receive a weekly exotic dance.

“This is something that would boost the morale of students across campus,” George said. “And what better way to do that then to have a naked person groping you?”

Besides, we believe if this laptop proposal would have gone through, everyone would be surfing the nudie pages anyway. Why not give them the real thing at a lower cost?”

The UW-Stevens Point Counseling Center is also applauding the proposal, saying lapdances are great stress relievers.

“Everyone knows students get stressed out. It’s normal,” counselor Mark Madison said. “Now students can relax at least one day a week with a beautiful man or woman.”

One of the hang-ups with the laptop proposal was opposition to a one-size-fits-all computer. Chancellor George said he’s making sure the same thing won’t happen with the lapdance proposal.

“We know everyone has different tastes in men and women,” George said. “So we’re making sure students will have plenty of men and women to choose from, in all shapes and sizes.”

In comparing the lapdance proposal to the laptop idea, Chancellor George said the lapdances have other advantages.

“First of all, we’re saving students money. It better way to do that then the million dollar lawsuit if there is something wrong with the lapdance proposal.”

Six university students have come forward, stating they felt they received unnecessary treatments.

“I told my physician I thought I had a cold or maybe flu symptoms and he informed me a Pap smear would be necessary,” said student Molly Widow.

“Heath services has made no public statement regarding the case pending, but has said their doctors...”

“There’s lots of costs to treat,” said Hettler.

“I told my physician I thought I had a cold or maybe flu symptoms and he informed me a Pap smear would be necessary...”

By PhD
TRUST ME, I AM QUALIFIED

University Health Services may be facing a multimillion dollar lawsuit if Judge Sara Gifford feels there is substantial evidence to take the case to trial.

U W Stevens Point health service officials are under attack for questionable ethics while treating female university patients.

Health Services probed in malpractice suit

By Baby, I Like It When It Jumps
SLAP ME IN THE FACE

In response to the rising cost of Comm 101 textbooks, professor Bill Davidson now requires all students to pay a $2 cover charge to attend his lectures.

“I figured I had to make money off of this book somehow,” said Davidson.

“The bookstore gets big bucks off every book it sells, so where’s my share?”

Two bouncers, both weighing over 250 pounds, now stand at the doorway of all lectures to collect the money.

“Don’t mind this job at all, it’s really fun to rough up those scrawny freshman bastards,” said bouncer Spike Dingaling.

SPPD has already responded to several incidents involving students attacking the bouncers. The latest incident involved four male students attempting to choke and kick a bouncer. The bouncers then threw the students down the front steps of the Collins Classroom Center.

“When we arrived, there were students laying out in the road, injured and crying. It was obvious that they got their asses kicked,” said officer Pete Murphy.

For another incident, two female students attempted to bribe the bouncers with oral sex. It worked.

“I noticed that my lecture hall was fuller than usual. I found the bouncers screwing around in a closet with two of my students,” said Davidson. “I’ve taken steps to assure that something of this nature will never happen again.”

By Tokin J's All Day
GREEN BUDS ARE BEST

The SPPD discovered over 74 pounds of marijuana in the CNR greenhouse late Tuesday night.

Police had suspected the location was the city’s marijuana hot spot for some time but were unable to gain a warrant until this week. The greenhouse, part of the CNR’s expansion which opened in the fall of 1997, contained one of the most complicated hydroponics systems the state has ever seen.

Investigators have not yet determined whether university faculty or department students are to blame.

Students have a blurry future

By I'm in College
I ONLY DRINK BEER LIGHT

The UW-Board of Regents has approved a plan to end UW-Stevens Point’s current curriculum.

“Students will now be able to work toward either a Bachelor of Science in Beer Production or a Bachelor of Arts degree in Beer’s Role in History,” said Chancellor Thomas George.

The plan calls for all educational materials to be hurled into a blazing beer fire in the Sundial. In addition, all materials sold in the bookstore will likewise be consumed by fire.

“It’s difficult for me to imagine that we have tried to broaden students’ minds through reading, composition, arithmetic and science, when all we really need is booze,” said George.

All classroom buildings, with the exception of the Science Building, will be razed and replaced by a giant microbrewery. The Science Building will play host to laboratories where
"Uh ... what? Can you repeat the question, really, I'm serious. I've had premarital sex?"

"Yeah, I've had it. No, man?"

"Why, are you offering? Are you kidding? If you're not doing it doggy style, you're not livin'."

Cover charge: "Students should pay!"

Students will be able to pay the cover charge in several ways, including personal points and credit cards. "With all these credit card vendors on campus, I figure everybody's got plastic by now. I bought Visa machines the other day so I can meet the demand," Davidson said.

Rumors of a Comm. 101 Mastercard have thus far proven to be false, but Davidson said, "That's a damn good idea!"

"He is also talking about start­ing in the room next to them was having "sex so loud they were unable to sleep." When told by officers that the noise would obviously come to a halt at some point in the night, one of the students who called in the complaint said, "I don't know man, he been going for so long already, that kid's gotta be Robo Cock or something."

THE LATEST SCOOP

AMSTERDAM

• In response to a booming marijuana crop, growers in the liberal city have begun a mas­sive export project.

Sources claim that "Amsterdam Gold" has been recently sold for $10 an ounce.

In an official statement from the Amsterdam Pot Corpora­tion, growers feel that their product can easily overtake the product can easily overtake the public was not an act university policy approved of. The pro­fessor was escorted to St. Michael's detox center and driven home.

Students treated when experiment went bad

The Department of Health and Human Services has begun an investigation into allegations that a UW Stevens Point chemistry professor violated public health codes while conducting an ex­periment in October.

The professor was attempting to create a highly elastic, more de­formable polymer to be used in their students had vomit-stained shirts and wet pants.

"After being wet for so long there is going to be a change in the name. Officials say the city has been through so much shit, that a change in the name would better reflect the conditions.

NEW ORLEANS

• The city council of Butte has thus far proven to be false, but Davidson said, "That's a damn good idea!"

"We're going to have some real fun."

"Are you kidding? If you're not doing it doggy style, you're not livin'!"

Wednesday, March 24

• A CA reported a marijuana smell on the third floor of Pray Hall. When officers arrived, the CA could no longer remember the room number or his name, but was extremely happy and helpful.

Thursday, March 25

• Officers were called to check out a disturbance at Point Bak­ery. No disturbance reported, but gosh those little powdered ones are good.

Friday, March 26

• The Stevens Point Police De­partment has reported an in­crease in packages being sent from Holland. Ironically, wooden shoes have also be­come quite popular among stu­dents at the university. Police Chief Richard Carpenter said, "These shoes are cool, but they emanate an awfully familiar odor."

"This is extremely unhygienic and harmful to the public," said a student.

Milwaukee Health Department offi­cials said the smell was likely a byproduct of the experiment, which involved the addition of sodium nitrate, a common ingredient in fireworks. The students, who appeared tired and confused, were informed of the hours and asked to leave.

"After being wet for so long there is going to be a change in the name. Officials say the city has been through so much shit, that a change in the name would better reflect the conditions.

NEW ORLEANS

• One of the most dangerous stretches of highway for drug traf­ickers, located outside New Or­leans, has undergone numerous changes in the past months. Along the roadside, vendors now offer all sorts of pharmaceu­ticals, in addition to their toma­toes, squash and pumpkins.
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**Pointless exclusive: books, booze and bongs, which is best?**

The Pointless recently did a study to examine the weekly budgets of the three main types of university students—1) the pot head, tree hugger, Phish music types; 2) the non-social, Friday night movie-going, mama's girl/university students—I) the alcoholic, jock, Pro Wrestling fan, testosterone overdrive type. We chose three students who fit each one of the categories and asked them to write down a normal week's shopping list and price it.

The findings were amazing. Betty Lou Booknose spent by far the least out of the three, but reported never having any fun.

As for the books, we have a separate ranking of those, but for the sake of this article, we will just say any type of book that is not Pottery Barn catalog should be acceptable to the pot head.

**UW-SP student weekly budget comparison**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Budget Type</th>
<th>Total Budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stoner Dave</td>
<td>$131.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty Lou Booknose</td>
<td>$65.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Boozner</td>
<td>$167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Steppenwolf charged with public urination

By Lil' Folks

Late last Friday night, assistant professor of Biology Sal Steppenwolf was arrested by SPPD officers and charged with public urination. According to SPPD, Steppenwolf, who teaches two credits of Biology 50 on campus, was initially discovered by campus security who spotted him urinating in front of the Science Building.

When campus officers confronted Steppenwolf, a UW-Stout graduate, he turned around and urinated on one of the officers. It was at that time campus security relayed the matter to city law enforcement officials.

**U.C. elevator gives new meaning to 'Going Down'**

By Turn And Cough

In recent weeks, countless students have been taking the U.C. elevator to the second floor, only to go down on unsuspecting passengers on the way.

"Here I am, trying to find the Muir Room in the U.C., and that room is impossible to find anyway, but I took the elevator up to the second floor," said one of the victims.

Speaking on the condition of anonymity, the victim described the nature of the oral engagement.

"So I push the button and the person dropped from the ceiling. Male or female, I couldn't tell which, but all I could think about was a Hoover vacuum."

Other victims have come forward, eager to share their stories of the culprit, who has come to be known affectionately as "the oralator lover."

"When it happened to me, I thought it weird to hear 'Love In An Elevator' by Aerosmith, especially when there aren't any speakers in the elevator," said another victim.

A student doing research on the subject of elevator love affairs said the phenomenon isn't all that new.

"You've seen that scene in the movie The Doors, haven't you? Val Kilmer looked like he was enjoying it."

When finally reached for comment on this occurrence, U.C. administrators denied reports of adding mirrors to the elevator. A vinyl couch is planned to be added, however. Anybody with information on the suspect is asked to give me a call, because it's been a long time, if you know what I mean.

Want to be part of a winning team?

The Pointer is now taking applications for the 1999-2000 school year. Applications can be picked up in room 104 CAC or call 346-2249.

Application deadline for Editor-in-Chief is April 9.
A guide to picking up women

Dear Editor:
Throughout my four years at UW-Stevens Point, I've had to put up with idiots and morons at house parties and local taverns. You know what I'm talking about — guys that make asses of themselves while trying to pick up a woman.

It's down right embarrassing to see a guy go up to some chick and say "Hi, I'm Alex," and then they blabber on about themselves for another five minutes with the fine female.

After 30 seconds of this, she's either hoping her friend gets back from the bathroom immediately or the idiot will buy her a Bruli Pad and Limon. And even if he actually wastes his drinking money on some weak mixer, the chick almost always ditches him the first chance she gets.

Now I'm in a big slump in the women department right now myself, but I thought sharing my knowledge with these morons would be good karma (There's plenty of hot babs out there for everyone).

Unfortunately I'm not the best looking guy on campus, so I have to be extremely smooth when I talk to a potential partner.

I've found a great way to break the ice with someone of the opposite sex is to use a good pick up line. I know guys can get nervous and have trouble thinking of something quick, so I'm giving you what I call the "Lucky Seven."

I should warn you, if you do use these, you're likely to have women flocking to you. But hell, what's wrong with that?

You too can park for free on campus

Dear Editor:
I'm writing to dispel the rumor that it's impossible to park for campus on nothing.

I'm now a super senior and for the last four and a half years, I've never dropped a nickel in a parking meter and I haven't received a ticket yet either.

I've parked everywhere too — near the Collins Classroom Center, the University Center and the Science Building just to name a few. These spots are primo as well, within a few feet of the door.

So how did I beat Parking Services and the city of Stevens Point? Easy. I park my car on the bike racks. I mean if you say we go back to my place and spread the word? "Just call me milk, I'll do your body good."

"Oh, I'm sorry, I thought that was a braille nametag."

Well, here goes:

"So what if I'm missing my front teeth? There's even more room for your tongue."

"Your name must be Visa because you're everywhere I want to be."

"You must be Jamaican, because Jamaican me crazy."

"If your left leg was Thanksgiving and your right leg was Christmas, could I visit you between the holidays?"

"Hey, the word of the day is legs. What do you say we go back to my place and spread the word?"

"Just call me milk, I'll do your body good."

"Oh, I'm sorry, I thought that was a braille nametag."

Unfortunately, these don't work all the time. So if a chick shoots you down (either you get slapped in the face or she says "You're disgusting," or something like that) there's always a way to get some payback.

All you have to do is wait about 10 minutes and approach her again (if she hasn't run off to another house party or bar already) and ask her the simple question: "Would you like to dance?"

She'll likely throw another insult at you like "I don't like this song and there's no way in hell I'd ever dance with your loser ass."

But don't worry, all you have to do to set this bitch in her place is say: "I'm sorry, you must have misunderstood me. I said, 'Look fat in those pants,'"

Well, there you have it, everything I know about picking up women. Just make sure you use my knowledge wisely.

-Matthew Giles
Pomp Daddy

The Pointer is published 28 times during the school year on Thursdays by the University of Wisconsin — Stevens Point and the Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin System. The Pointer is written and edited by students of UWSP. They are solely responsible for its editorial content and policy. Written permission is required for the reproduction of all materials presented in The Pointer.
"I would say I'm sorry if I thought it would change your mind! But I know that this time I've said too much, been too unkind! I would break down at your feet and beg forgiveness plead with you! But I know there's no use cuz there's nothing I can do! I try to laugh about it...." – Boys Don't Cry; Oleander

I can't understand the nerve of some people. Especially judges and juries. They seem to think that killing people is some sort of bad thing; that taking revenge against someone should be punished by prison or maybe even the death penalty.

Well, I'm here to tell you a situation where I would hope that you would think the killing was justified.

My best friend is named Dominic. I should say was, because he was just wacked by the rival family - the DiMedicis. Thought they were gone, eh? Well, they're not. In fact, they've been a thorn in my family's side for generations. Bruno DiMedici just killed Dominic, and now he is no longer with me. I'll freely admit that I ordered Bruno's death, but now people are calling for punishment for Johnny the Sack, my enforcer and friend.

Anyway, Dominic was my good friend, and they killed him. In the Bible I know they say "Thou shalt not kill," but it also says "An eye for an eye." That's what Johnny took, an eye. It never said anything about the person being dead when you take the eye, right? And then, just because Bruno killed Dominic, I told Johnny to take an arm. And a leg. And an ear. And a testicle. And then, a nose.

The bastard was still alive. Tough, those DiMedicis. So Johnny put a bullet in the back of his head.

The merciful shall inherit the earth, right? That mercy there at the end guaranteed Johnny and me a piece of the earth. Why should we be punished for that?

So you go ahead and call us evil or whatever you want to say. But I hope you can see that our treatment of Bruno not only was justified by God and family relations, but that we will be lauded for it later.

Killing isn't for everyone, and I certainly don't think that useless or unjustified killing is good. But when you have a reason, and a powerful guy like Johnny the Sack to do things for you, then go ahead. Make things happen. It's in human's nature to destroy one another. The Terminator Series 101, my personal hero, said that. There's just no way around it. So get into a family and find out what justified killing is.

The Pointer is currently accepting applications for the Editor-In-Chief position for the 1999-00 school year.

Anyone interested can pick up an application at The Pointer office in Room 104 of the Communication Arts Center. For more information, call Mike K. at 346-2249.

Application deadline is April 8th

**Applications for all other staff positions are also available at the office.**
It's gonna be the BOM
CNR Initiates 'Becoming An Outdoors Man' Society

By Ernie
ORANGE SKINNED MEPFET

A new campus organization, "Becoming an Outdoors Man" (BOM) is holding its first meeting Thursday, April 1, 1999 in CNR Room 120. The organization was established to help men become more in touch with the outdoors and what nature has to offer.

Weekly meetings will teach men difficult activities such as how to set up a tent, tie the laces in their canteen and how to use a lighter to start a piece of newspaper on fire. A mock "camp off" will be held in the rugged accommodations of the Holiday Inn at the local Stevens Point Holiday Inn on Friday, April 30.

This event hopes to introduce even more difficult outdoors activities to the outdoormen, such as where to find firewood in the forest when starting a campfire, how to unroll, and some progress has already been made. The group can help. Call the new organization's CNR office at 1-800-B-OUTMAN.

The Stevens Point Holiday Inn will be the host of the first Annual 'Becoming an Outdoors Man' camp-off. How to roast a deer, a female deer, ray a drop of burning sun, me a name... and the ever popular camping song, "I've got joy, joy, joy, joy, down in my heart. Where? Down in my heart. Where? Down in my heart..." will be sung, and the evening will end with the project coordinator tucking the outdoors men into their sleeping bags.

For further information on the Holidome "wilderness" experience, or the topics of the upcoming "Becoming an Outdoors Man" (BOM) meetings please call the organization's CNR office at 1-800-B-OUTMAN.

Wildlife Society helps animals 'get it up'

By Dr. Ruth
ORGANIC EXPERIENCE THERAPIST

Recently The Wildlife Society in its continuing effort to address all the needs of the animal kingdom, started a first-of-its-kind animal sexual dysfunction support group. The Wildlife Society has always been a pioneer at the university, looking to help students further their professional development while working to help the local community.

The group met for the first time last Friday with an excellent turnout. The society has brought in Luke, a professional Wildlife Biologist, to assist with counseling the members of the group.

The group has already reached out to a wide variety of animals with many terrible dysfunctions. The process is slow, but in the coming weeks, the group will work to address their problems and work to support each other.

According to Peter Cottontail, he came to the group because he had lost his sex drive. "I used to be able to do it like a bunny," Peter said. "It was what I did best, but then I lost it. I can't. I can't."

Peter is working on overcoming his problem with the help of Luke and the other members.

Paul the Preying Mantis came to the group because he was suffering from severe anxiety.

"All my friends are getting hooked up and then they make the step and all of them get their heads bit off," said Paul. "I am afraid, and as a result, I imagine I will die a virgin."

The group also has female members such as Charlotte the Black Widow Spider. "I am looking for a long-term relationship," says Charlotte. She has been successful all her life at luring the men in but finds when the time comes she can not control herself. "I find my men so irresistible that I end up eating them."

Another one of the female members of the group is Patricia the Bear. She is suffering from feelings of abandonment. For the fifth time this past fall her man left her. She is left this spring to care for two young cubs, again without the help of a husband.

She says, "Being a single mother is tough. People don't realize how tough it is to raise cubs alone."

The group has already bonded and some progress has already been made.

According to Paul, "It helped a lot when Luke, our wildlife biologist, reminded me of how lucky I am. He told me that there is nothing better than to go out with a smile on your face and in pure bliss."

If you know of any animal that suffers from a sexual dysfunction, the group can help. Call the new dysfunction hotline run by the society at 1-800-GET IT UP.

1999 Convocation Speaker Announced

GUEST SPEAKER, "GUY" WILL ENLIGHTEN UW-SP STUDENTS WITH TOPICS SUCH AS SEARCHING THE WOODS FOR HALLUCINOGENIC GRASSES, MAKING QUALITY MOONSHINE ON A COLLEGE BUDGET, AND THE WAYS OF A WALLACE WAR-RIOR. AFTER HEARING OF THIS PUBLIC SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT, ALL GUY HAD TO SAY WAS, "HEY, I DON'T KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT SPEAKIN', BUT ONCE I EAT A COUPLE OF THOSE 'SHROOMS IT'LL BE EASY." COME ENLIGHTEN YOURSELF AND HEAR HOURS OF MEANINGLESS BULLSHIT. CLASSES WILL BE CANCELLED FOR THIS LAME SPEECH.

Local rodent meets maker

By Rocky the Squirrel
CANTANKEROUS ROODNT

The people of Stevens Point breathed a welcome sigh of relief when a really, really big squirrel was captured in Iverson Park on Monday. Thanks to some top-notch surveillance work and a beautifully executed sting operation, "Nuts," as he is affectionately called, fell victim to an ingenious box trap, thankfully kept the little critter alive.

But alive for how long is the question on "Nuts" mind. Apparently, the Stevens Point Police Department has big plans for the little guy. One officer stated the spirit of the department's purpose best, saying, "We plan to go medieval on his ass."

"Nuts" is scheduled to undergo a variety of physical tortures, from a good old-fashioned stretch on the rack to the latest advances in laser technology. Finally, "Nuts" will be skinned, quarried and cooked slowly to perfection in a crock-pot with carrots, spices and cream of mushroom soup, as the main course for the Chief's Sunday supper.

When asked about the severity of "Nuts" fate, one officer replied, "We want to send a message to the rest of the area's wildlife that we've had enough of their panhandling around town for food. It happens everyday, at birdfeeders, at city parks and especially in the surrounding agricultural land. Our goal is to have them get their own damn food and stop bothering us."

Indeed. Who really wants to hear the ear-piercing scream of the Robin or mind-numbing chatter of a nearby squirrel? So the next time that pestering local wildlife tries to win your heart, and more likely a free lunch, through their cheap "beauty," give 'em a good kick in the ass. They deserve it.

"Nuts" is seen here attempting to flee for his life, before being tortured and executed by the police department.
SAL
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stated Steppenwolf was not in
good condition.
"It's a damn good thing he
was walking," said Ben Walker,
a local resident. "I swear he must
have fell into his own urine sev­
eral times while trying to walk the
straight line."
Steppenwolf will appear in
court in less than a month to face
misdemeanor charges.
"I just do not understand why
these law guys are hassling me for
contributing to the development
of nature," said Sal in a Pointless
exclusive interview. "They think
it's a big joke, but like everything
else, I find this no laughing
matter."
University officials have
stated only that they will not pun­
ish Steppenwolf for the incident.

Dance
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
would have cost you $350 a se­
mester for a laptop. So you save
$200 a semester," he said.
"And after four or five years
of school, your laptop would be
worthless because technology
changes so fast. But with
lapdances, those great memories
last a lifetime."
The proposal drew criticism
from students who have a signifi­
cant other, but Chancellor George
said that shouldn't matter.
"Who cares if you have a boy­
friend or girlfriend. You still need
to relax," George said.
"And hey, getting a lapdance
may make you appreciate what
you have even more. But on the
other hand, you may realize you
can do better," he added.
If approved, the weekly
lapdances would start in the
spring 2000 semester.

The Pointless
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oral SEX for over 100 years!

www.uwsp.edu/stuserv/cntrtain
Are you ready for some
Baseball?
Brewers vs Cubs
Coach Bus Trip
Sat. April 17th - Bus leaves at 9am
Cost: $20 w/UWSP ID, $25 w/o
Sign-up at Campus Activities!

Upcoming Events
Fri. Apr 9- "Murder's in the Air" Theatrical Event: Laird
Fri. Apr 9- "Out Of Sight" movie: Allen
Some Resumes Make the Rounds Faster Than Others.

Paid Internships: Company Subsidized Housing! On-Campus Interviews!

Information Session
Monday, March 8th
Nicole-Marquette Room in University Center
7:00 p.m.

647-646-2045 • www.sixflags.com
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Football and soccer coaches involved in torrid love affair

By Stevie Pointer

It appears that scoring isn’t only occurring on the field for the Pointer football and soccer coaches, it’s happening off the field as well.

A reliable source has informed The Pointless that football coach John Miech and soccer coach Sheila Miech have been seen accompanying one another throughout campus, to dinner and even home at night.

The source, as well as other eye witnesses, claim that the affair may have been taking place over a number of years.

“It’s news to me,” UW-Stevens Point Athletic Director Frank O’Brien said. “As an institution of higher learning, we frown upon any type of sexual relations amongst our staff.

“We had to resolve a situation around this time last year when the scandal broke about our new wrestling coach getting the former volleyball coach pregnant.

“They slipped it by us the first time, but the second time it occurred we had to terminate her contract.”

It is believed that the football and soccer coaches may actually have a couple of children between them as well, as an investigation continues.

A source for the two sharing the same last name, The Pointless believes that they are involved in an illegal scheme to gain tax breaks as the April 15 income tax deadline approaches.

“You know why we switched to wooden bats? Just because it’s fun to say wood! Wood, Wood, Wood!”

— Pointer coach Scott Pritchard

Soccer coach Sheila Miech’s door shows that she’s out for the moment. Wonder where she went? (Photo by Richard Kincaid)

Swimming DQ’d for peeing in pool

By Inita Mann

The best season in UW-Stevens Point men’s swimming and diving history went down in a stream of yellow.

After the Pointers finished fourth at the NCAA Division III Championships, college athletics’ governing body disqualified UW-SP for urinating in the pool.

“I’m so pissed off that these jerks could do this to us,” UW-SP coach Al Boelk said, “What are we supposed to do, hold it? When you gotta go, you gotta go.”

NCAA Executive Director I.P. Freely made the ruling after several members of the Pointers were observed “relieving themselves” in the Univ. of Minnesota pool.

“They know it anyway,” Freely said. “Being a swimming coach means you gotta go, you gotta go.”

University officials are appealing the NCAA’s decision.

“We’ll know forever that the title is rightfully ours, but it’s a piper that all of our hard work was worthless in the minds of the NCAA,” Boelk said. “It’s the beauty of chlorine, baby.”

After the Pointers finished fourth at the NCAA Division III Championships, college athletics’ governing body disqualified UW-SP for urinating in the pool.

“Every swimmer that’s ever jumped into that piss-infested pool has taken a leak at least once,” Boelk said. “Now they hold the National meet and all of a sudden you can’t drain the main vein? It’s absurd.”

“Slowly I was eventually left to just say ‘I’m done’ to campus security. It’s hot under here and it smells.”

Football and soccer coaches involved in torrid love affair

By Stevie Pointer

By Coach Steve King

It appears that scoring isn’t only occurring on the field for the Pointer football and soccer coaches, it’s happening off the field as well.

A reliable source has informed The Pointless that football coach John Miech and soccer coach Sheila Miech have been seen accompanying one another throughout campus, to dinner and even home at night.

The source, as well as other eye witnesses, claim that the affair may have been taking place over a number of years.

“It’s news to me,” UW-Stevens Point Athletic Director Frank O’Brien said. “As an institution of higher learning, we frown upon any type of sexual relations amongst our staff.

“We had to resolve a situation around this time last year when the scandal broke about our new wrestling coach getting the former volleyball coach pregnant.

“They slipped it by us the first time, but the second time it occurred we had to terminate her contract.”

It is believed that the football and soccer coaches may actually have a couple of children between them as well, as an investigation continues.

A source for the two sharing the same last name, The Pointless believes that they are involved in an illegal scheme to gain tax breaks as the April 15 income tax deadline approaches.
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In a surprise press conference Wednesday, the UW-Stevens Point athletic department announced that the Pointer baseball team would be dropped as a varsity sport.

In place of the men's baseball team, UW-SP will start up a women's gymnastics team to further disgrace the UW-Eau Claire Blugolds with another loss.

"It's not that we are disappointed with our baseball team," athletic director Frank O'Brien said. "That just isn't the case.

"The change is due to the fact that Eau Claire doesn't have a baseball team, so we can't beat them in that too. They have women's gymnastics, so we need a bunch of flipping and tumbling women for the total conference domination. Plus, the campus can always use more hot chicks."

The changeover stems from an article printed in the Eau Claire Spectator in which sports editor Jason Adriens covered several Blugold losses to UW-SP. Adriens referred to Point as a "migraine invitation to drive to Point and systematically eliminate the entire athletic department, because "it would make (Adrians) feel a lot better."

Furthermore, Adriens wrapped up his article with a campuswide invitation to drive to Point and systematically eliminate the entire athletic department from systematic elimination, all athletes have been instructed to travel in groups using the "buddy-system" and coaches are being trained in the art of Tai-Bo. All members of the athletic department have been warned not to accept candy from strangers wearing blue and yellow.

With the safety precautions in place and the baseball team on its way out, baseball head coach Scott Pritchard is still in high spirits.

"Well, you know I'll miss baseball, but I'm ready to help all the ladies with their vaulting and balance beam routines," he said regarding his new appointment to head women's gymnastics coach.

"We can't let the Blugolds win in some sport just because we don't have that sport. I'm willing to sacrifice baseball for the good of the university and I can't wait to start recruiting all those flexible women."

"Quote o' the Weak"

"You want to see my humanitarian award? I got it here in my pants."

-- Eugene Robinson, Atlanta Falcons safety, to an undercover female police officer prior to his arrest for soliciting prostitution the night before the Super Bowl.

"I'M WITH STUPID, SO AM I!! Which is the better WWF champion?"

By The Rock RODDY-POO CANDY AISL

Listen up, jabroni! The Rock says he was screwed Sunday night at Wrestlemania XV when that piece of monkey crap "Stone Cold" Steve Austin was awarded the WWF title.

The Great One is the most electrifying man in sports entertainment today and could never be beaten one-on-one.

Austin is nothing but a rudy-foo candy ass who couldn't carry The Rock's jock strap, even on his best day.

That piece of trailer park trash Mankind had no business coming down to the ring and sticking his no good fart ass into The Rock's match. He had better watch his step or else The Great One is going to slap the taste out of his mouth.

The millions... and millions of The Rock's fans demand a rematch, Austin, so they can see The Corporate Champ lay the smack down on your ass.

Know your damn role jabroni.

That is, if you smell la, la, la what The Rock is cookin'"

By Steve Austin TUES KATTLEMAN

Listen all of you jack-asses, you think some no-good wanna-be piece of pebble chicken is going to take what's mine? I'll take it all of the Corporation, including McMahon and his useless inbred son as soon as I step into that ring. Have no fear, Stone Cold is here and I ain't scared.

Using the ref to block my power is the sign of a cowardly chicken and the almighty pebble went and missed him on his corporate elbow. Remember who made you feel the stunner?

You already stole my custom-made title belt, so we know you're a thief. You already have felt Stone Cold's stunner and fallen.

Corporation, including McMahon and his useless inbred son as soon as I step into that ring. Have no fear, Stone Cold is here and I ain't scared.

Using the ref to block my power is the sign of a cowardly chicken and the almighty pebble went and missed him on his corporate elbow. Remember who made you feel the stunner?

You already stole my custom-made title belt, so we know you're a thief. You already have felt Stone Cold's stunner and fallen.

You say Mankind helped me, but I was the only one pining your ass to the mat.

The fans know I won and I know I won, so why don't you take your own "rudy-foo candy ass" back to "jabronvalle" and let me drink my beer. So talk all you want, I'm the champion and that's the bottom line because Stone Cold said so!"

New sports talk show to debut on S-TV

Show to have people who know what's going on

As for Brilowski, he is particularly excited about the dancing girls (along with guys) who will perform throughout the show.

"I think the chicks will be a nice added touch," he said. "We plan to give you, the viewer, both the male and female perspective, as well as something for each gender to look at."

"I compare it to the Nitro girls on WCW Monday Night."

SportsCircle will also feature special guests of interest throughout the semester. Former Pointer star and current Miami Heat guard Terry Porter will be interviewed via satellite on the first episode.

"Also, there won't be any guys who just sit there in the middle of the set with a stoned look on their face," Burda added.

The premiere episode of SportsCircle will air Thursday, April 8 at 7 p.m.

The program will air live from Bruiser's so that undergarments will be able to be a part of the live studio audience.

"Oooh, Ooooh," Brilowski said. "We'll bury their asses in the Nielsen ratings." SportsCircle begins next Tuesday at 6 p.m.
Dear Sports People,

I'm a huge sports fan. I try to make it to as many Pointer games as I can, especially the women's. But here's the problem: I'm one of the older students at UW-Stevens Point, and I'm tired of being the only one who shows up. I believe in supporting my team, but it's frustrating when you're the only one there.

Respectfully,
Edward

Dear Ed,

We're sorry, you're going to have to do work... with a computer.

Dear Sports People,

I used to be the voice of the Pointer hockey team. However, just recently I have had a wee bit of trouble, but that's another story. My question is, how can I get Kelly Hayes (the host of Sportsline) to quit mocking me? Hayes and that other guy, you know the one who just sits there, don't respect my authority. I'm spending some time on vacation right now, yeah that's it, but eventually I will reclaim my place as the king of Pointer sports and they will be my peons.

Please help me,
Tommy Winters

Strokers slide past competition

"Some of our younger guys started to get fatigued and he really stepped up with those assists."

"He's become our leader since Craig Lucas went blind a few games ago."

"We feel as though we're in one of the hardest conferences in the country and that has really prepared us for the postseason."

The UW-Stevens Point men's masturbaction squad defeated Luther College, 75-53 Monday evening during the regional semifinal of the NCAA Masturbation Invitational Tournament being held in Ames, Iowa.

Senior co-captain Brendan Hansen led the Pointers with 19 points to go along with eight "assists."

"Brendan had a really good game out there today," head coach Harry Palmes said.

Bucks make key roster moves

"We can't let our guard down, we need to make sure you don't drop the soap."

The Milwaukee Bucks put their playoff hopes in jeopardy Wednesday, trading for a pair of injured stars.

The team, which is already without point guard Sam Cassell, will now have to wait for the newly acquired Vin Baker and Bryant Reeves to heal.

Baker, who came over in a deal for Glenn Robinson, will be out at least three more weeks after tearing ligaments in his thumb. And Reeves, acquired in exchange for Chris Gatling and Robert "Tractor" Taylor, just underwent knee surgery and will be sidelined for two to three weeks.

"We think this is the best situation for us," said new coach George Karl.

"We knew they were injured when we made the trade, but we thought the long term benefits would outweigh the short-term injury crisis we have now."

Despite the team trading away its leader, Robinson, for Baker, Karl thinks the team will still contend for one of the last playoff spots in the Eastern Conference.

"We'll be OK," he said. "We just need to find another guy like Haywoode Workman to sign to a 10-day contract. It worked with him, so why can't we bring back Brad Lohaus or Paul Mokeski for the time being?"

Fans were up in arms after the trade was announced. Many are unhappy the team underwent its second big change in a month, especially when the team is on the verge of making the playoffs for the first time in years.

"What they don't understand is these guys will be back come playoff time. With Baker and Reeves, we're set for a run to the NBA Finals."
Get the latest news, sports, weather and features

**S-TV News**

Monday through Thursday at 5 p.m.
Only on S-TV Cable Channel 10.

---

**Future**

*Continued from Page 1*

students can experiment with beer making.

"We most certainly want it to be a hands-on environment for everyone," said George. "I personally would love nothing more than to see all of our students revel in the joys of producing beer."

Tuition is expected to decrease significantly, with students paying only $250 per semester, as opposed to the nearly $3,000 previously charged. The money will go toward purchasing the necessary ingredients for making beer, kegs and installation of neon beer signs around campus.

"This is like the coolest idea anybody's ever had, man," said Bert Kadre. "I mean, totally, beer and parties is what it's all about."

---

**Granola**

*Continued from Page 1*

their tuition money was being spent on an illegal marijuana growing operation and why they were kept out of it.

"I spend a lot of hard earned money to go to school here every year," said freshman Tony Mason. "If they're growing weed, where's mine, dude? Where's my share?"

"I always wondered why the tree huggers were always stoned in the Sundial. Now I know," said Bill Latte. "Is that where my money goes? So those hippies freaks can smoke buds and throw their frisbees around."

Police expect to charge at least a dozen individuals and should conclude their investigation by next week.

---

**Pointer Advertising**

"We'll make a difference for your business!"

Call Steve or Amanda at 346-3707

---

**Granola**
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Students on probation working under UC

By Big Daddy
Who's Your Daddy?

Joe Elno was put on academic probation a few months ago. Though "placed" at UW-Stevens Point for this decision, he was ready to do what was necessary to get his grades up. Elno had no idea what he was in store for.

"It was like two in the morning and these guys all in black bust into my dorm room, drag me out of bed, shove my head into a wall and say 'you should have gotted above a 2.0, bitch!'"

Elno talked about the dogs brought in by the men to sniff his belongings and the Pointer logo on the men's black sweatshirts. Elno could not describe much, however, because a sack was pulled over his head and removed only after they arrived at what he says was a sweat shop.

"There were those stupid beanie babies everywhere. All these kids I hadn't seen in a while were in front of sewing machines and hidden from the light of day and prohibited from taking a single bath—had beans in front of them. They were making beanie babies by the cart in Debot.

Elno worked in the academic probation sweat shop for four months, hidden from the light of day and prohibited from taking a single bath-break. And all he could eat was the leftovers from the veggie cart in Debot.

"It was nasty. That's why I had to spread the word. They said they'd kill me, but man, there are college students under the University Store making beanie babies right now!" Elno began to twitch

Elno plans to set up a booth in the UC to protest this. "We're going to stop this by setting up a booth in the UC," said another activist.

"I hate beanie babies! I hate them!" said Elno, again and again.

Some campus activists plan to take action against this travesty; and set up a booth in the UC.

"We're going to set up a booth in the UC," said one activist.

"We want to educate students about bad stuff on campus. We're going to stop this by setting up a booth in the UC," said another activist as she played with her hemp necklace.

"You can't even find a decent charm trail around here," he said, flipping his butt on the ground.

"I thought the back-scratch would be good for a price like, it was weird. He scratched my mole off whatever!" commented Fussy Sorbet, a junior majoring in soil and waters.

"It's like you're sick!" said Bret Azzmonky about his experience with the 200 pound tomato displayed on the glass over the sub sandwich meats and cheese.

The tourist was not alone in fascinating students. Habub Minuulxzx, who owes his fame to his pink hair, just like showing those younger children's books.
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Bo Wytrsh was another amazing feature of the Guiness show. The Wisconsin native says he was sitting in his trailer, watching "some jerk-off on TV eating glass" and figured he could do so just as well.
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"I thought the back-scratch would be good for a price like, it was weird. He scratched my mole off whatever!" commented Fussy Sorbet, a junior majoring in soil and waters.

Smashmouth coming in lieu of Floyd

By Ginger Spice
Who's Horseass?

Centertainment holds true to their tradition of bringing the wrong band to UW-Stevens Point.

Early this morning, Centertainment turned down a Pink Floyd reunion with mastermind Roger Waters to bring the students Smashmouth.

When asked how he felt about the situation, Bahr had only to say, "Hey man, I was outvoted. Everyone else felt that all the pot smoking, LSD dealing and squirrel licking would be too hard to control. It sounded like fun to me."

In the past, Centertainment has passed on The Eagles for The Wallflowers and Eric Clapton for Melissa Etheridge.

In one very special case, Jimmy Hendrix offered to come back from the grave for one last show, but Centertainment felt they would sell more tickets if they brought in Smashmouth.

"I was all 'That's nasty!' and then Mike's all 'Dude, for real. That's totally fricken nasty!' and then I'm all 'Touch it, dude,' and he's all, 'Shut the hell up, dude, you're sick!'" said Bret Azzmonky about his experience with the 200 pound tomato displayed on the glass over the sub sandwich meats and cheese.

The tourist was not alone in fascinating students. Habub Minuulxzx, who owes his fame to his pink hair, just like showing those younger children's books.

"You can't even find a decent charm trail around here," he said, flipping his butt on the ground.

"I thought the back-scratch would be good for a price like, it was weird. He scratched my mole off whatever!" commented Fussy Sorbet, a junior majoring in soil and waters.

Bob Wytrsh was another amazing feature of the Guiness show. The Wisconsin native says he was sitting in his trailer, watching "some jerk-off on TV eating glass" and figured he could do so just as well.

"It's like you're sick!" said Bret Azzmonky about his experience with the 200 pound tomato displayed on the glass over the sub sandwich meats and cheese.

The tourist was not alone in fascinating students. Habub Minuulxzx, who owes his fame to his pink hair, just like showing those younger children's books.

"You can't even find a decent charm trail around here," he said, flipping his butt on the ground.

"I thought the back-scratch would be good for a price like, it was weird. He scratched my mole off whatever!" commented Fussy Sorbet, a junior majoring in soil and waters.

Smashmouth was a sip of your tasty hazelnut latte to wash those lodged glass shards down.

Glass was asked to explain how they could justify turning down Hendrix for Smashmouth, Glass said, "Us Centertainment girls just like showing those younger guys a good time. We had to show them how we do it in Wisconsin. Hendrix has been dead for a long time, he can't have much stamina."

Centertainment really outdid themselves on this one. It would be foolish to think Smashmouth, with their one song "Walking on the Sun," would be a better concert to have at UW-SP than a Pink Floyd reunion show, which would surely go down in the rock and roll history books.

Tickets for Smashmouth went on sale this morning and will continue to be available all week. Enjoy their song.

Smashmouth poses for a promotional video. The members' hair is a main attraction of the band. (Subliminal photo)
Word of Mouth

MONEY FOR PRISONS CONCERT
- At the Sundial on Saturday, April 3 four bands will gather and play together to raise money for new, maximum security prisons in Wisconsin. The bands will be Slayer, Night Ranger, Whitesnake and Cheap Trick. There is a minimum donation of $500. The show will begin at 2 p.m. and go until first light.

HUMAN SACRIFICE DEMONSTRATION
- The local chapter of "Aztecs Alive," based in Stevens Point, will be demonstrating the twist-cut using the ceremonial knives of the Aztecs on Sunday April 4 at 11 p.m. in the Laird Room of the UC. Female virgins are urged to attend wearing traditional gowns and are also urged to ritually purify themselves before attending. They are looking for an abattoir and would be interested in purchasing yours if you are no longer using it. Call them at x2121 and ask for Chaptain.

FEDERATION FOR MORE TELEVISION
- The Federation for More Television will not be meeting on Friday due to an all day "Highlander" marathon.

ENCORE CONCERT SERIES
- On Monday, April 5, Sexual Chocolate will play at The Encore. Doors open at 5 p.m. and the show will begin at 7 p.m. Sexual Chocolate has been described as "funked up folk sex stylish gospel." They have opened for acts like DC Talk, MC Hammer and America. Admission is $4 for students w/ID and $10 for those without.

GAMERS ANONYMOUS OF STEVENS POINT
- GASP has lost one of its members due to an invisibility spell that went awry. Puffin, an elven magic-user, disappeared on a sunny Monday when he wasn't expecting an orcish ambush. Quickly casting his spell, he darted into the ironwood trees and hasn't been heard from since. 500 steel pieces and a scroll with a wish spell are offered for any information leading to his rejoining a decidedly weakened group of adventurers who need to kill a dragon.

Student TV earns Emmy nomination
- "small talk" between segments and the retro-style, canoodler-like recording quality.

"This proves that we are a legitimate TV station and some people do watch us," said one anchorwoman.

English Department hires mannequin

By Alfred, Lord Tennyson FROM BEYOND THE GRAVE

The UW-Stevens Point Department of English has hired new professor Tatted Lace. She specializes in modern gothic romace.

"I think she'll fit right in," said Department Chair Michael Williams. "Her style is minimalist and non-vocal, and she believes firmly in grade inflation."

Other professors in the department seem to agree. "She's a lovely addition to the staff," said Professor Dave Holbom. "And when she stands by her office window, her clothing really stands out, like she's a model or something."

Others are not so sure. "She's a goshdamn mannequin, for God's sake," Professor Al Young screamed at the hiring committee. "Are you all blind? Jesus Christ. I need a cigarette."

Lace has not really stepped forward to defend herself against this claim. In fact, she hasn't moved from her office since she got here, which Professor Mardee Rose calls a "testament to her dedication."

When approached for comment, Lace had her arm raised in a beautiful manner, wrist turned inward and ambi bent 50 degrees, a perfect pose. She said nothing, engaged instead in silent meditation on the "Southern Belle" book she had been perusing before our scheduled interview.

THE ROLLING STONES

at UWS!-

when: TOMORROW!
where: The Laird Room
cost: FREE!
Tight Corner

By Grundy & Willett

Once upon a time, there lived a girl, actually, a squirrel warrior. She got hung up doing basic tricks. She wanted to eat nuts.

She was the best of friends, and had many bonding tales during their parts.

I Gotta QUIT THESE ACORNS!

Zima, Malt Beverage Princess

By Joey, Texas Ranger

What? I SENSE TROUBLE! 'Cmon, Trissy Sidekick!

IT'S UP AHEAD! THROW YOUR AERIE-THE-THING!

ZIMA, YOU SUCK.

DON'T MAKE ME GET MEDIEVAL ON YOUR GORRY.

Holy badger, Zima won't let me pray!

In works, less, more, GET GROUP THAT!

Bad words are for meches like me. Crap! Dis, just what ring me. So I'm sober, like kill him.

Yeah, there's mixed days in this Red Robin's world. Can't you ever just rend me the darn book?

What can I say that's fresh? I can't even understand y'all.

Jackie's Fridge

By BJ Hiorns

Welcome home, Jackie.

OMIGOD, YOU CAN MOVE THE FRIDGE?

Hey, fridge. You wouldn't believe some of the lame April Fools—

Sucked movin' veenuh here...

...but it was worth it.

Call me next April.
A Commanding film and story "Pump This" is Pulsing

By Droopy
Music Critic

Every year around this time, I hear one of those bands that no matter what their sound is like, I just can’t get them out of my head. The Pulsing Didlos have released their latest disc “Pump This.”

"Pump This" is their fifth album and the most experimental one at that. It features the hit songs “Hunty’ Pecker,” “Sizzlin’ Sam,” and “Smelly Finger.”

This is one of those albums that not only stimulates your imagination but also your genitalia.

When I heard it for the first time, I could not believe what I was hearing. Like I said, I just couldn’t get it out of my head.

The music gave me one of those warm tingly feelings.

The lyrics are vulgar with a twist of passion not even the most lustful of listeners can deny. The music, soft and mellow at times, builds up to stimulating climaxes that will send shivers down your spine. In fact, after each and every song you feel a strong urge for a cigarette.

Pulsing Didlos are: Ben Wa Balls on rhythm guitar and vocals, Jim LaDong on lead guitar, Willy Wacket on drums, and Jack Mehoft on bass.

These guys put out a sound like nothing you have ever heard, or will ever hear again. Their music puts people into almost a trance-like state.

With the disc comes a limited edition live video of one of their shows. They actually entered an arena of 50,000 people into a free-for-all orgy. There were people of all ages and creeds just going at it, nothing mattered. The light show was pretty cool too.

This is definitely a disc for everyone to check out. Whether you need it for those quiet times by yourself or are looking to add a little spice to your relationship, this album is a must.

Rentals

How to Impress Your Boss and Get a Raise

Monica Lewinsky, Washington D.C.’s second coming of Deep Throat, has recently released an oral sex instructional video for home or office use.

The video, How to Impress Your Boss and Get a Raise. Lewinsky goes into her affair with the world’s most powerful man and shows step-by-step how she seduced him and brought him to climax more than 175 times.

In a surprise twist, Lewinsky’s video also includes an actual session with Ken Starr. His throaty cries and her reactions to his pumping hips will teach you exactly how to impress those you are trying to impress.

So if you need instruction and some career advice, give this video a chance. It really does suck.

-Larry Flynt

$27 million was put to great use in this film as it provided for some excellent CGI fight scenes and explosions and also led to some ingenious costuming for the Kilarthi.

Hugh Quarshie, a Kilarthi named Obuts, gives a tour de force performance and provides a great character foil for Prinze, Jr. as Chris Blair.

Based on the hugely successful video game series of the same name, the film departs somewhat of the generation and arguably provides a great character foil for Prinze, Jr. as Chris Blair.

In a surprise twist, Lewinsky’s video also includes an actual session with Ken Starr. His throaty cries and her reactions to his pumping hips will teach you exactly how to impress those you are trying to impress.

So if you need instruction and some career advice, give this video a chance. It really does suck.

-Larry Flynt

There are some lines in films that will go down in history as classic and revealing of the culture that produced them: “Win one for the Gipper.” “Play it again, Sam.” “Smell my Finger.” “Do it for Rosie.”

Basically, and it’s hard to summarize such a great plot, Freddie Prinze, Jr., Burrows and Matthew Lillard, in the greatest performance of the modern era, have to save the galaxy from invading aliens.

The video also includes oral sex instructional videos for home or office use.

For answers see classifides
Finding the most Brilliant Diamond is a one in one hundred chance. You can depend on Lee Ayers to find the most beautiful diamond for you in Antwerp, Belgium, diamond capitol of the world.

Orders will be taken until April 7, with no obligation to purchase.

The Pointer is currently accepting applications for the Editor-In-Chief position for the 1999-00 school year.

Anyone interested can pick up an application at The Pointer office in Room 104 of the Communication Arts Center. For more information, call Mike K. at 346-2249.

Application deadline is April 8th

**Applications for all other staff positions are also available at the office.**
HELP WANTED
Naturalists/camp staff for wilderness family camp on the edge of the boundary waters in northern MN. 218-365-3681

Camp Staff
Great summer job in Minnesota's lake country. Have fun and "make a difference" to kids. 30 land and water activities. Hiring 50 unpaid plus travel.
1-800-242-1909 or www.lincoln-lakehubert.com

SUMMER HOUSING
Minnesota's lake country. Have fun and "make a difference" to kids. 30 land and water activities. Hiring 50 unpaid plus travel.
1-800-242-1909 or www.lincoln-lakehubert.com

FREE RADIO + $1250!
Fundraiser open to student groups & organizations. Earn $1-$5 per Visa/MC app. We supply all materials at no cost. Call for info or visit our website. Qualified callers receive a FREE Baby Boom Box.
1-800-992-0528 x 65
www.ocmconcepts.com

EXTRA CASH
Could you use an extra $500 to $1500 per month? Call today for an appointment.
877-288-0708

SSS EARN SSS
Raise all the money your group needs by conducting a VISA fundraiser on your campus. No investments and very little time needed. There's no obligation, so why not call for more info today. 1-800-808-7442 Ext 5

CAMP WEBS HIRING
Christian Youth Camp in Wausota. Lifeguard, maintenance, house keeping, counselors. All positions live on campus and room and board. 6/27-8/14
Michelle: 920-787-3812
www.campwebb.org

HOUSING
SUMMER AND SCHOOL HOUSING
2, 3, 4 bedroom furnished apt. and homes. Phone & cable jacks, privacy locks all bedrooms. One block from UC. No pets. Serving students for 40 years. Henry or Betty Kopper 344-2899
HONEYCOMB APT.
301 LINDBERGH AVE.
Call Mike: 341-0312 or 345-0985

DON'T WAIT
This summer rental won't last long. Four bedroom home located less than one block off campus. Rent is very reasonable and location is great. 824-2305

HOUSING
ANCHOR APARTMENTS
1-3 bedroom apartments.
341-1912

SUMMER HOUSING
Large single rooms across street from campus. Cable and phone jacks in each room. Laundry and parking available. Reasonable rent includes utilities & furnishings. Betty or Daryl Kurentbach 341-2865

SUMMER HOUSING
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 bedroom furnished apt. and homes. Phone & cable jacks, privacy locks all bedrooms. One block from UC. No pets. Serving students for 40 years. Henry or Betty Kopper 344-2899

HONEYCOMB APT.
301 LINDBERGH AVE.
Call Mike: 341-0312 or 345-0985

HOURS
2, 3, 4 bedroom houses available summer 1999 and 1999-2000 school year.
344-7094 (After 5 please)

HOUSING
1999-2000
The Old Train Station
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 people. Unique apartment living. $1350 singles/$1050 double. Heat and Water paid.
341-3158

SUMMER HOUSING
Six bedroom duplex (3 per side). $300+ utilities for whole summer. Single tenants or groups welcome.
Chrit: 343-1358

LATCHKEY KIDS RECEIVE A HELPING HAND FROM UW- STEVENS POINT STUDENTS

Written by Andrea Feutz and Mandy John

UWSP Latchkey Coordinators

The UWSP Latchkey program is affiliated with the Student Wisconsin Education Association is held at Jefferson Elementary School in Stevens Point. The program is funded by a National Education Association C.L.A.S.S. grant and by donations from community businesses. Current contributors to the program are Stevens Point McDonalds and Burger King, and Zany Brainy of Madison. Their contributions have given the Latchkey Program a successful financial base.

Throughout its eight years, the Latchkey program has expanded to embrace a culturally and economically diverse population. Latchkey is an after-school program that provides a safe and supervised environment for children in kindergarten through fourth grade at Jefferson Elementary School. Students are provided with snacks, games, playground activities and projects. They choose between organized and individual activities. Children develop positive decision-making skills within a structured setting by attending the Latchkey program.

UWSP student volunteers bring their unique backgrounds and experiences to the program each semester. The children are the beneficiaries of this diversity in experience and culture.

The Student Wisconsin Education Association thanks all of the people who have supported the Latchkey program during the 1998-1999 academic year.
## Topper's Pizza

**Medium**

You know you want it.

**Thick Crust**

At this price,

**Pepperoni**

you can’t resist!

**Pizza**

### Dorm Wars

**Topper’s Pizza throws down the gauntlet.**

The dorm floor on campus that orders the most pizza and breadsticks in April will be declared the “Pizza-Eatingest” dorm floor in Steven's Point and receive the following:

- Free pizza party at time of choosing to consist of:
  - 15 large pizzas
  - 5 triple orange breadsticks
  - 3 cases of soda

A traveling trophy commemorating the floor as the first annual recipient of Topper’s Pizza-Eatingest Award.

*Every pizza and triple order of breadsticks counts toward total.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offer</th>
<th>Original Price</th>
<th>Discounted Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large Topper’s Classic</td>
<td>$10.99</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Pizza only</td>
<td>$4.29</td>
<td>$3.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Topper’s Classic</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td>$6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Pizza only</td>
<td>$4.29</td>
<td>$3.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Grinders</td>
<td>$6.99</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Grinders</td>
<td>$4.99</td>
<td>$3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepperoni Pizza</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
<td>$4.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo Wings 10 for</td>
<td>$3.99</td>
<td>$3.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Order Early and Often**

330 Division Street
Steven’s Point

Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day